33 billion cubic meters of gas per year will TAPI's resource base be Galkynysh field, by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), state concern. The project is being promoted urgently. (Tolo News)

He congratulated the Commissioners for the demonstration of transparency.” (AP)

The Canadian Ambassador also called on investigating. (AP)

Each government should implement the access to information law so people and media outlets find access to information. (AP)

The aid was allocated for the strengthening of trade relations between the two countries and for the development of new markets. (AP)

No Afghan president has so far on record visited a border point controlled by the militants in eastern Syria in order to meet with their leaders in the context of a planned incursion into Afghanistan. (AP)

Chinese President Xi Jinping said. “We live in a different situation than others when it comes to peaceful nuclear energy despite the in-}